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Séanadh

Is í an Oifig Buiséid Pharlaiminteach (OBP) a d’ullmhaigh an doiciméad seo mar áis do Chomhaltaí Thithe an 
Oireachtais ina gcuid dualgas parlaiminteach. Ní bheartaítear é a bheith uileghabhálach ná críochnúil. Féadfaidh an 
OBP aon fhaisnéis atá ann a bhaint as nó a leasú aon tráth gan fógra roimh ré. Níl an OBP freagrach as aon tagairtí 
d’aon fhaisnéis atá á cothabháil ag tríú páirtithe nó naisc chuig aon fhaisnéis den sórt sin ná as ábhar aon fhaisnéise 
den sórt sin. Tá baill foirne an OBP ar fáil chun ábhar na bpáipéar seo a phlé le Comhaltaí agus lena gcuid foirne ach 
ní féidir leo dul i mbun plé leis an mórphobal nó le heagraíochtaí seachtracha.

Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by the Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO) for use by the Members of the Houses 
of the Oireachtas to aid them in their parliamentary duties. It is not intended to be either comprehensive or definitive. 
The PBO may remove, vary or amend any information contained therein at any time without prior notice. The PBO 
accepts no responsibility for any references or links to or the content of any information maintained by third parties. 
Staff of the PBO are available to discuss the contents of these papers with Members and their staff, but cannot enter 
into discussions with members of the general public or external organisations.
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The request from Government to Dáil Éireann for Supplementary Estimates in 2018 amounts to €1.288 billion1 

which is 2.6 times higher than that approved for 2017. The number of Votes seeking Supplementary Estimates 

this year has grown by a quarter from last year (sixteen Votes in 2018 from twelve in 2017).2,3

The Net Voted expenditure for 2018 originally approved by the Dáil amounted to €49.637 billion. The proposed 

increase of €1.288 billion to almost €51 billion amounts to a 2.6% increase over what was originally approved for 2018 

– this means that the total increase in the Net allocation for 2018 over 2017 will be €4.171 billion (+9%)4. The potential 

increase in Net Voted expenditure (2017 outurn v. 2018 allocation, including proposed Supplementary Estimates 

2018) is €4.568 billion (+10%).5 The proposed increase in expenditure was not accompanied by any data relating 

to changes in performance targets and in the case of Health the PBO understands that there will be no change 

in its targets.6

A typical feature of substantive Supplementary Estimates is that Departments make savings in some subheads to 

offset the additional expenditure sought in respect of others; in 2018 only four Votes (Army Pensions; Employment 

Affairs and Social Protection; Children and Youth Affairs; and Justice and Equality) have made significant off-setting 

savings.

The total increase in gross capital expenditure in the Supplementary Estimates is approximately €167.6 million. 

The increase in the allocation for Local Authority Housing of €120 million is the most significant amount. It 

represents a 21.4% increase in the original allocation to Local Authority Housing. At this late stage of the annual 

budgetary cycle, and in the absence of known overspends, this allocation invites further scrutiny. At end November 

2018, the Fiscal Monitor showed that overall gross capital expenditure was €391 million (8.1%) below-profile. Only 

one Vote Group had above-profile expenditure at that stage.7 It is possible that the below-profile expenditure will 

close somewhat by year’s end. If it does not there is the possibility of carrying-over up to 10% of a Vote’s capital 

allocation to be spent in 2019.

1 The increase in subhead expenditure, less other subhead savings, amounted to €1.308 billion. Forecasted increases in Appropriations-in-Aid 
amount to €20 million.

2 Four of the sixteen Supplementary Estimates sought this year are technical.

3 At the time of Budget 2019, it was indicated that Supplementary Estimates would be required for seven Vote Groups.

4 It should be noted however that the Revised Estimates for Public Services 2018 made provision in respect of 2018 for an increase in net Voted 
expenditure of €1.137 billion arising from the enactment of the Water Services Act 2017. This increase was offset by increased revenue in the Central 
Fund from motor tax receipts, a reduction in non-Voted expenditure and reduced Irish Water borrowings. This increase in net Voted expenditure 
therefore had no impact on overall General Government expenditure or on the General Government deficit. Excluding this €1.1 billion reduces the 
percentage increase in the Net allocation for 2018 over 2017 to 6.5%.

5 However, there may ultimately be significant savings in Votes – see PBO Infographic 4 of 2018 in respect of how the situation evolved 
and the final allocation and Voted underspends in 2017.

6 For an explantion as to the importance of performance indicators in relation to budgeting, specifically how financial inputs relate to outputs 
see PBO Note 25 of 2018.

7 That Vote Group was Communications, Climate Action and Environment (€11 million or 6.6% above profile).
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https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/parliamentaryBudgetOffice/2018/2018-04-30_total-gross-voted-allocation-and-expenditure-cycle-2017_en.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/parliamentaryBudgetOffice/2018/2018-11-21_performance-information-and-the-revised-estimates-for-public-services_en.pdf


PBO Note 16 of 2018 addressed the Government’s Mid-Year Expenditure Report 2018 and analysed the Exchequer 

spending position at mid-year. This PBO publication highlighted that in 2018 current expenditure was above profile, 

and that the seemingly positive overall position at end-June, as presented by Government, was due to underspending 

in capital. This was an early indication of the significant Supplementary Estimates now being presented to Government. 

Profiling of Vote expenditure should assist with budgetary management and mitigate against the need for 

Supplementary Estimates except in genuine cases of unforeseen circumstances such as court cases, extreme weather 

events etc. The Supplementary Estimates 2018 seek the approval of Dáil Éireann for a significant increase in this year’s 

allocation at a late stage of the year and in respect of a large number of Votes.

The Supplementary Estimate being requested in 2018 by the Department of Health for Vote 38 is €655 million. 

This is equal to 4.4% of the original net allocation for the Vote. Supplementary Estimates under the Health Vote, or the 

HSE Vote prior to 2015, are a recurring feature of the annual budgetary process. Due to the nature of the relationship 

between the Health Vote and the HSE’s budgeting framework, the details of the Supplementary Estimate do not give a 

clear indication of the areas within the HSE being targeted with additional funding. However, at a meeting of the Joint 

Committee on Health (on 24 October 2018), the Department of Health provided more detail about the expenditure overruns 

projected at that point in time. This detail included that €529 million is being requested in respect of the HSE Regions and 

Other Health Agencies subhead; this may therefore fall across a combination of the Operational Areas of the HSE. The 

additional allocation of €655 million is not accompanied by any changes in performance output targets, i.e. the services 

planned to be provided. This implies that the level of funding approved at the beginning of the year was insufficient to fund 

the services set out in the National Service Plan. The HSE started 2018 with an underlying assumption that €269 million8 

in savings would be achieved during the year but did not have a workforce plan for the number of staff required to meet 

that level of service. In order to decrease the likelihood of future large Supplementary Estimates, these issues with the 

budgetary framework of the health service should be addressed.

As the PBO has previously noted, the presentation of pension expenditure in the Revised Estimates for Public 

Services is opaque. Many subheads combine pension expenditure with other types of current expenditure, making 

it difficult to trace pension expenditure in the Votes. In the Supplementary Estimates being requested for 2018, three 

Votes (Superannuation and Retired Allowances; Army Pensions; and Education and Skills) have specifically included 

pensions among the reasons for the Supplementary Estimates. Army Pensions has required a Supplementary Estimate 

since 2006.9 This has been due to actual retirements being higher than those forecast in the original estimate allocation. 

The 2018 Spending Review includes a paper on this expenditure (which is a welcome development) which included 

new data and recommended an increase to the Voted Allocation for Army Pensions from 2019 onwards. Education 

and Skills also has a pattern of recurring annual Supplementary Estimates for pensions expenditure which does not 

affect the current service levels being funded by the Vote, i.e. the Supplementary Estimate 2018, while appearing to 

increase investment in the Education Sector, does not do so. Pensions are the legacy cost of the provision of public 

services. The previous Minister for Education stated that such Supplementary Estimates are not the result of unexpected 

outflows of teachers from the profession. It appears that a disagreement between the Department of Education and 

Skills and the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform is resulting in consistent under-estimation of the resources 

required to fund retirements from the Education Sector. A more robust forecasting model should be used to underpin 

public sector pension funding requirements in the Budget, thus avoiding the need for such Supplementary Estimates. 

The Spending Review’s paper on Army Pensions may serve as a model for this.

8 The National Service Plan 2018 included a ‘financial challenge’ of €346 million, of which only €77 million were identified at the time of its drafting.

9 Defence Forces Pensions Expenditure, p. 5.
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https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/parliamentaryBudgetOffice/2018/2018-08-16_mid-year-expenditure-report-2018_en.pdf
https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/debates/debate/joint_committee_on_health/2018-10-24/4/
https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/debates/debate/joint_committee_on_health/2018-10-24/4/
http://www.per.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/Spending-Review-Defence-Forces-Pensions-Spending-Defence-Vote.pdf


In order, partly, to provide for a 100% Christmas Bonus a Supplementary Estimate of €139 million is being sought in 

respect of the Employment Affairs and Social Protection Vote. The total gross bonus is estimated to cost €264.3 

million.10 The Christmas Bonus is paid in respect of both non-contributory (Voted expenditure) and contributory (Social 

Insurance Fund – SIF) payments. As expenditure in respect of the SIF is not voted no information in relation to it is 

provided in the Supplementary Estimate. There is therefore a lack of transparency in respect of the Christmas Bonus 

expenditure from the SIF. The PBO notes that the SIF received excess PRSI receipts over expenditure of €1,154 million 

(€200 million above-profile) in the year to November 2018.11 Thus, excess receipts will offset the costs of the Christmas 

Bonus being paid in respect of contributory schemes.

The structure of the Supplementary Estimate and the absence of other information regarding it preclude a definitive 

examination of the impact of the Christmas Bonus and other potential drivers of change to allocated funding. A major 

driver is the number of recipients of payments and dis-aggregating that driver from the Christmas Bonus would clarify 

their relative importance.

In recent years Live Register savings have meant that this voted expenditure has not increased as significantly as 

might otherwise have been the case. In the past these savings have been used to pay for the Christmas Bonus but 

it is clear that this has changed this year, i.e. as illustrated in Tables 11 and 12 of the Appendix to this paper there 

are no significant Live Register related savings forecast to be made. It now appears that non-contributory Christmas 

Bonus payments require additional Voted expenditure.

10 Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection, ‘Budget 2019’.

11 Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, Fiscal Monitor November 2018 (p.17)
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http://www.welfare.ie/en/Pages/Budget-2019.aspx
https://www.finance.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Fiscal_Monitor_2018_November.pdf


This paper has been prepared to brief Members of the Oireachtas and its Committees. In light of the restricted 

timetable available to the PBO to prepare this paper, the data and analysis contained within it is primarily based 

on the two documents laid before the Dáil by the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform subsequent to their 

referral by Dáil Éireann to Select Committees. There may therefore be explanations/information relevant to the 

Supplementary Estimates 2018 that the PBO did not have access to at the time of drafting of this Briefing Paper. 

It is, of course, open to Select Committees to seek more detailed explanations where necessary.

The PBO has reviewed the Supplementary Estimates 2018 with four objectives in mind:

n	To explain what the Supplementary Estimates are and how they relate to the monies already voted by Dáil 

Éireann in respect of 2018;

n	To provide an overview of the Supplementary Estimate 2018 amounts in respect of which approval 

is being sought;

n	To provide a high-level analysis of the Supplementary Estimates 2018; and

n	To illustrate, in graphical format as set out in Appendix 1 to this paper, the changes proposed to Vote subheads.

At the time of Budget 2019 six Vote Groups were forecast to require substantive Supplementary Estimates – 

Health; Housing, Planning and Local Government; Education and Skills; Transport, Tourism and Sport; Justice; 

and, Foreign Affairs.12

Ultimately, Supplementary Estimates in respect of nine Votes were referred by Dáil Éireann to the relevant sectoral 

Select Committees on 21 November to be returned by 12 December. Supplementary Estimates, in respect of a further 

seven Votes, were referred on 28 November – also to be returned to the Dáil by 12 December 2018. This amounts to a 

total of sixteen Votes for 2018 as opposed to twelve in 2017.

As the PBO noted last year, the Supplementary Estimates have, in the past, been treated as documents laid before 

Dáil Éireann and accessible in the Library of the Houses of the Oireachtas. It again welcomes that, after a gap of some 

years prior to 2017, that practice has resumed. However, as with 2017, once again two separate documents were laid on 

different dates (following two separate cabinet meetings where the proposed amounts were approved by Government). 

The PBO was not in a position to draft this Briefing Paper until both documents were made available.

12 A ‘Contingency’ gross current expenditure allocation of €90 million was also included in the Abridged Estimates 2019, but not clearly linked to any 
particular Vote. It is assumed however that this Contingency related to the Employment Affairs and Social Protection Vote and the payment of a 100% 
Christmas Bonus.
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This section of the Note is based on an excerpt from an Oireachtas Library & Research Service Note of 22 October 2013 

entitled Supplementary Estimates.

The Estimates for Public Services detail the amount and purpose of funds that Dáil Éireann has approved for Government 

Departments, certain State agencies and certain Central Government Funds to spend in a year. Changes to the Estimate 

of a Department/Agency/Fund during the year may require a Supplementary Estimate. The Public Financial Procedures 

Booklet (section B(1.1)(19-20)) explains the circumstances in which a Supplementary Estimate is needed. 

A Supplementary Estimate may be used to secure Dáil approval for any of the following:

(a) the provision of additional money for an existing service;

(b) the provision of additional money to cover any shortfall in appropriations-in-aid;

(c) the provision of money for a new service;

(d) to introduce a new service even though no additional money is required (the passing of a Supplementary 

Estimate would enable expenditure to take place on a new service in advance of the passing of the main 

Estimate);

(e) to switch money from one particular service to another within a Vote where this cannot be done by virement;

(f ) to use surplus appropriations-in-aid to finance additional expenditure;

(g) to enable the Dáil to debate a service for which the Estimate was previously passed, by arrangement, 

without debate.

Supplementary Estimates of the type at (a), (b) and (c) above involve the provision by the Dáil of additional monies and 

are known as Substantive Supplementary Estimates. The others do not involve additional monies and are referred to as 

token or technical Supplementary Estimates (these technical adjustments are made under a Supplementary Estimate for 

a nominal amount of €1,000).
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Box 1 – Definitions

Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A): This is the term used to denote revenue accruing to a Vote. This revenue 

is normally associated with the fees paid to Government Departments in respect of various services such 

as processing passport applications etc. However, please see PBO Note 18 of 2018, Appropriations-in-Aid 

in the Revised Estimates for Public Services, for an analysis of what they are actually composed of. This revenue 

may be retained within the Vote and offset against Gross expenditure. A-in-A therefore reduces the amount of 

Voted monies in respect of which approval is sought from Dáil Éireann, i.e. the Net allocation. The corollaries to 

this are that an increase in A-in-A reduces net expenditure and a decrease in A-in-A increases the net expenditure 

required. Equally, changes in A-in-A should not affect Votes’ Gross expenditure.

Virement: This is the process of transferring monies from one budget line or subhead to another. This is possible 

as the Oireachtas, in appropriating monies in the annual Appropriation Act, does so by specifying only the total 

maximum amount sanctioned in respect of each Vote. The Act does not give legal effect to the various subheads as 

set out in the Revised Estimates for Public Services. This allows for savings or over-estimations on some subheads 

to be used to address overruns or under-estimations within a Vote. However, virement is not allowed without Dáil 

approval between Votes or to grant-in-aid budget lines (i.e. grants to agencies which do not have their own Votes).
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https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/parliamentaryBudgetOffice/2018/2018-09-14_appropriations-in-aid-in-the-revised-estimates-for-public-services_en.pdf


Agreement is being sought by Government from Dáil Éireann in respect of Supplementary Estimates in relation to the 

Votes set out in Table 1. The Expenditure Report 2019 (Part II – summary tables) indicated that Supplementary Estimates 

would be sought in respect of certain Group Votes. The Net Voted allocation for 2018 amounted to €49.637 billion. The 

proposed increase of €1.288 billion amounts to a 2.6% increase over what was original approved by the Dáil in respect 

of 2018 – this means that the total increase in the Net allocation for 2018 over 2017 will be €4.171 billion (+9%).13 

However, it should be noted that with regard to the actual outturn for 2017, some Votes underspent their allocation 

– as illustrated in PBO infographic 4 of 2018. The actual Net outturn for 2017 was €46,357 billion14 which implies that

the potential increase in Net Voted expenditure (2017 outurn v. 2018 allocation, including proposed Supplementary 

Estimates) is €4.568 billion (+10%).

This paper compares the Supplementary Estimates 2018 with the net total from the originally Revised Estimates for 

Public Services 2018 previously approved by Dáil Éireann. Table 1 shows that the net amounts sought, in respect of 

substantive Supplementary Estimates, ranges from €3.5 million to €655 million; the individual Vote percentage 

increases range from 1.5% to 5%.

13 See Footnote 4 regarding a technical adjustment to the net Voted allocation in 2018.

14 Source: Department of Public Expenditure and Reform Databank.
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http://www.budget.gov.ie/Budgets/2019/Documents/Parts I-III - Expenditure Report 2019v1.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/parliamentaryBudgetOffice/2018/2018-04-30_total-gross-voted-allocation-and-expenditure-cycle-2017_en.pdf
http://databank.per.gov.ie/Expenditure.aspx?rep=NetVA


Table 1: Summary of Supplementary Estimates 2018

Date of 
referral by 
Dáil Éireann

Vote number and title Total original 
net estimate 

voted by Dáil 
Éireann – €000s

Net amount 
sought in 

Supplementary 
Estimates 2018 

– €000s

Increase  
sought

Nature of 
Supplementary 
Estimate

21 November 12  Superannuation and 
Retired Allowances

366,150 1 n/a Technical

13  Office of Public Works 404,214 20,000 5% Substantive

27  International 
Co-operation

498,956 15,350 3.1% Substantive

30  Agriculture, Food 
and the Marine

1,250,841 1 n/a Technical

31  Transport, Tourism 
and Sport

2,005,308 43,500 2.2% Substantive

32  Business, Enterprise 
and Innovation

818,960 1 n/a Technical

35  Army Pensions 234,133 3,500 1.5% Substantive

37  Employment Affairs 
and Social Protection

10,627,125 139,000 1.3% Substantive

40  Children 
and Youth Affairs

1,356,010 23,000 1.7% Substantive

28 November 20  Garda Síochána 1,542,522 59,000 3.8% Substantive

21  Prisons 328,195 10,000 3.1% Substantive

22  Courts 83,606 1 n/a Technical

24  Justice and Equality 369,779 8,000 2.2% Substantive

26  Education and Skills 9,156,547 181,700 2% Substantive

34  Housing, Planning 
and Local Government

3,200,618 130,000 4.1% Substantive

38  Health 14,871,909 655,000 4.4% Substantive

Totals 47,114,873 1,288,054 2.7%

Source: PBO based on the Supplementary Estimates in respect of the nine Votes referred on 21 November and the seven 

Votes referred on 28 November – the corresponding documents (‘tranches’ 1 and 2) were laid in the Oireachtas Library.
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http://opac.oireachtas.ie/AWData/Library3/PERdoclaid231118_120105.pdf
http://opac.oireachtas.ie/AWData/Library3/PERdoclaid291118_121738.pdf
http://opac.oireachtas.ie/AWData/Library3/PERdoclaid291118_121738.pdf


This section sets out the PBO’s analysis of the Supplementary Estimates 2018. The PBO has focussed on five themes 

which are relevant to these Supplementary Estimates – data from relevant Votes is addressed where appropriate and 

two of the themes deal with specific Votes (Health and Employment Affairs and Social Protection).

Proposed changes in the subheads of the twelve Votes where substantive Supplementary Estimates are proposed 

are illustrated, by way of bar charts, in Appendix 1 to this paper. As previously mentioned, the short timetable between 

the laying of the Supplementary Estimates and referral to the Dáil for approval did not lend itself to a thorough review 

of Select Committee scrutiny meetings prior to the publication of this Briefing Paper.

Savings offsetting additional expenditure

The degree to which the Votes seeking substantive Supplementary Estimates are making any (partially) compensatory 

off-setting saving in other subheads varies significantly.15 The following table illustrates how the different Votes 

compare in this respect:

n	Four Votes (24, 35, 37, 40) identified savings in some subheads that compensate significantly 

for their overspend in other subheads;16

n	Three Votes (20, 21 and 27) identified savings that are a small percentage of the overspend;

n	Five Votes (Votes 13, 26, 31, 34, and 38) have not managed their budgetary allocation in such 

a way as to identify any off-setting savings.

15 Excluding changes in Appropriations-in-Aid projected to be received in-year.

16 ‘Overspend’, in this context, being where the amount set out in the Revised Estimates for Public Services 2018 in respect of a subhead now needs 
to be increased by way of Supplementary Estimate.
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Table 2: Substantive Supplementary Estimates: Subhead overspend/underspend

Vote no. and title Subhead  
Overspend 

 €000s

Subhead 
Underspend 

(Savings) €000s

Overspend – 
 excess over  

savings €000s

Savings as % 
of Subhead 
overspend

24 – Justice and Equality 36,333 21,319 15,014 58.7%

35 – Army Pensions 4,697 1,197 3,500 25.5%

37 – Employment Affairs and 
Social Protection

196,726 63,941 132,785 32.5%

40 – Children and Youth 
Affairs

47,233 27,019 20,214 57.2%

20 – Garda Síochána 84,534 8,323 76,211 9.9%

21 – Prisons 12,033 512 11,521 4.3%

27 – International Co-
operation

17,000 1,650 15,350 9.7%

13 – OPW 22,000 0 22,000 0

26 – Education and Skills 147,000 0 147,000 0

31 – Transport, Tourism and 
Sport

43,500 0 43,500 0

34 – Housing, Planning and 
Local Government

130,000 0 130,000 0

38 – Health 645,000 0 645,000 0

Source: PBO based on the Supplementary Estimates 2018 in respect of the nine Votes referred on 21 November and the 

seven Votes referred on 28 November – the corresponding documents (‘tranches’ 1 and 2) were laid before Dáil Éireann.
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Capital Expenditure

The total increase in gross capital expenditure in the Supplementary Estimates is approximately €167.6 million (Table 3). 

€120 million of this is for Local Authority Housing and is the most significant amount. Other significant increases include 

the Office of Public Works (€22 million, mainly in respect of the visit of His Holiness, Pope Francis, in August) and Health 

(€20 million for Buildings & Equipment).

In some Votes (Courts, Prisons, Garda Síochána and Business, Enterprise and Innovation)17 increases in the capital 

expenditure allocation in some subheads was off-set by reducing capital expenditure in other subheads. The most 

significant change in these Votes was in Business, Enterprise and Innovation (€26.37 million was reallocated for various 

schemes including a new Future Growth Loan Scheme). In addition, in the Agriculture, Food and the Marine Vote there 

was a reclassification of a loan scheme from current to capital expenditure – this did not change the overall allocation.

The introduction of a Future Growth Loan Scheme in the Business, Enterprise and Innovation Vote was announced 

in Budget 2019. According to the Department’s website the “scheme is expected to be in place in 2019 and will run 

for three years from its launch date”.18 It is clear therefore that this liability has not matured and thus it is unclear 

why the funds have been allocated in the Supplementary Estimates 2018 rather than in the 2019 Estimates.

At end November 2018 capital expenditure in the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government was €141 

million below target. This has been attributed to a timing issue in respect of the drawdown by Irish Water.19 It is unclear 

if the delay in Irish Water’s drawdown is masking an overspend in capital expenditure in other parts of the Vote 

(i.e. Local Authority Housing). The allocation of an additional €120 million, which represents a 21.4% increase 

in the original allocation, to Local Authority Housing at this stage of the budgetary cycle in the absence of known 

overspends invites further scrutiny. Questions that present include:

n	Can the additional allocation be spent by year-end?

n	How many additional housing units will be procured by year end as a result of the approval of the 

additional allocation?

n	Will there be a capital carry-over20 in this subhead?

At end November 2018, the Fiscal Monitor showed that gross capital expenditure was €394 million (8.1%) below-profile. 

Only one Vote group had above-profile expenditure at that stage. In line with previous years, it is likely that the below-

profile expenditure will close somewhat by year’s end. However, if it does not there is the possibility of carrying-over 

up to 10% of a Vote’s capital allocation to be spent in 2019. The level of capital carryover will be set out in the Revised 

Estimates for Public Service 2019 (REV2019) later in December and be approved by the Oireachtas through the 

Appropriation Act 2018.

17 The PBO has assumed the reduction in the allocation for Enterprise Ireland which is used to fund increases in other subheads in the Business, 
Enterprise and Innovation Vote is entirely on the capital side of its allocation. The situation is not clearly set out in the Supplementary Estimate 
2018. 

18 Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation (n.d.) Future Growth Loan Scheme 

19 Department of Finance (2018) Fiscal Monitor November 2018, p8. 

20 Votes are allowed to retain up to 10% of the gross capital expenditure allocation if unspent at the end of the year. This capital carryover must 
be spent in the following year. 
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Table 3: Capital Expenditure in the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Department/Vote Sub-head Amount 
€000s

Total 
€000s

Increase/
decrease 

from original 
allocation

Office of Public Works B6 New Works, Alterations & Additions €22,000 €22,000 39.3%

Garda Síochána A2 Administration non-pay €3,068 8.0%

A12 Capital Building Programme -€3,068 -18.4%

Garda Síochána Total €0

Transport, Tourism and 
Sport

B8 Public & Sustainable Transport 
Investment Programme

€5,600 €5,600 0.14%

Business, Enterprise 
and Innovation

A8 Local Enterprise Development €470 2.1%

A9 Temporary Partial Credit Guarantee Scheme €160 32.0%

A14 Future Growth Loan Scheme €15,000 New budget 
line

B4 Science And Technology Development 
Programme

€8,740 3.0%

B5 Programme For Research In Third Level 
Institutions

€2,000 1.4%

A7 Enterprise Ireland -€24,400 -38.7%

A10 Matching Funding For INTERREG -€1,969 -65.6%

Business, Enterprise and Innovation Total* €1 –

Housing, Planning and 
Local Government

A3 Local Authority Housing €120,000 €120,000 21.4%

Courts A2 Administration non-pay €1,100 13.5%

A4 PPP Costs -€1,100 3.1%

Courts Total €0 –

Prisons A2 Administration non-pay €500 51.0%

A3 Building and Equipment -€760 -3.5%

A5 Operational Services €260 19.3%

Prisons Total €0 –
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Table 3 (continued)

Department/Vote Sub-head Amount 
€000s

Total 
€000s

Increase/
decrease 

from original 
allocation

Health L2 Buildings & Equipment (Health Facilities) €20,000 €20,000 4.8%

Total increase in gross capital expenditure (All Votes) €167,601

Memo item

Agriculture, Food and 
the Marine

C10 Brexit Response Loan Schemes €25,000 €25,000 Reclassification 
from current to 

capital 
expenditure19

Source: Supplementary Estimates 2018, Tranche 1 and Tranche 2 and Revised Estimates for Public Services 2018. 

*  The allocation to A.7 Enterprise Ireland has been reduced by €24.4 million, this is assumed to be a reduction 

of capital expenditure.

Health

The Supplementary Estimate being requested in 2018 by the Department of Health for Vote 38 is €655 million; 

4.4% of the original net allocation for the Vote. This overrun in expenditure has been described by the Fiscal 

Advisory Council as “not consistent with prudent budgetary management”.22

The Supplementary Estimate being requested is made up of:

n	€645 million in additional expenditure (as was indicated at the time of the Expenditure Report); and

n	A shortfall in appropriations-in-aid of €10 million (€55 million was indicated at the time of the Expenditure 

Report 2019).

Supplementary Estimates under the Health Vote, or the HSE Vote prior to 2015, are a recurring feature of the 

Supplementary Estimates process. Figure 1 shows the Supplementary Estimates required to fund Ireland’s 

health sector between 2010 and 2018.

21 This does not represent an increase in overall expenditure. 

22 IFAC, Fiscal Advisory Report (November 2018, p.8 and p.14).
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Figure 1: Health Sector Supplementary Estimates*, 2010 to 2018, € millions.

HSE Vote** + Health Vote Health Vote Only
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Source: Supplementary Estimates 2010-2018

*  The Health Vote did not receive a Supplementary Estimate in 2016, but in the Further Revised Estimates 

Volume it received an additional €500 million, increasing the available budget for that year.

**  The HSE had its own Vote until 2014. HSE expenditure (as set out in the letter of determination) 

was subsequently included in the Health Vote.

The Fiscal Advisory Council (IFAC) has characterised “unrealistic spending plans” in relation to Health, followed by 

“weak expenditure controls and an eventual upward revision of spending ceilings” as a “dangerous feedback loop”. 

IFAC states that this situation, of which Supplementary Estimates are an integral component, has led to a ‘soft budget 

constraint’ and that those responsible for spending decisions “know that spending limits will be relaxed and, hence, 

do not perceive these limits as credible”.23

Due to the nature of the relationship between the Health Vote and the HSE’s budgeting framework,24 the details of 

the Supplementary Estimate do not give a clear indication of the areas within the HSE being targeted with additional 

funding. However, at a meeting of the Joint Committee on Health (on 24 October 2018), the Department of Health 

provided more detail about the expenditure overruns projected at that point in time.

€116 million is being requested for areas which are clearly visible within the programme structure of the Health Vote, 

which Figure 2 shows in comparison to the same areas from the Department of Health’s briefing to the Joint Committee. 

This shows that Capital Services and the State Claims Agency are requesting roughly the amount of funding expected, 

while the Primary Care Reimbursement Service’s (PCRS) request is for €45 million (47%) less than was indicated in 

October.

23 IFAC, Fiscal Advisory Report (November 2018, p.33).

24 This relationship has been discussed in detail by the PBO in a Briefing Paper.
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Figure 2: Comparison of amounts in Supplementary Estimate 2018 and Department 
of Health Briefing to Joint Committee on Health, € millions.

Capital Services State Claims Agency PCRS

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Supplementary
Estimate

2018

Joint Committee
on Health

20 46 50

20 50 95

Source: Department of Health and Joint Committee on Health debate – Wednesday 24 Oct 2018.

The rest of the Supplementary Estimate 2018 falls under the ‘HSE Regions and Other Health Agencies’ cost heading, 

where €529 million is being requested. This may fall across a combination of the Operational Areas of the HSE; however, 

there is no visibility as to how this expenditure will be distributed except on a geographical basis (subheads I.1-I.5, each 

of which is receiving an increase of approximately 5%). As with the Supplementary Estimates 2017, the PBO again notes 

the uniformity of the percentage spending increases across different regions.25 Figure 3 compares the additional €529 

million requested in the Supplementary Estimate to the briefing provided by the Department of Health to the Committee; 

€19 million of the Supplementary Estimate is unaccounted for based on the figures provided. Further detail similar to 

that provided on 24 October, would make the Supplementary Estimate more transparent and accessible.

25 PBO Briefing Paper 2 of 2017, p.8.
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Figure 3: Comparison of amounts under HSE Regions and Other Health Agencies Programme 
in Supplementary Estimate 2018 and Department of Health Briefing to Joint Committee on Health, 
€ millions.

Activities of Private Insurers National Reform Projects

Acute Hospitals and Social Care Value Improvement Programme

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
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Joint Committee
on Health

100 40 150220

529

510

Source: Department of Health and Joint Committee on Health debate – Wednesday 24 Oct 2018.

The implications of this Supplementary Estimate for the services provided for in the Revised Estimates for Public 

Services 2018, and those indicated in Budget 2019 must also be considered. The additional allocation of €655 million is 

not accompanied by any changes in performance output targets.26 This implies that the level of funding approved at the 

beginning of the year was insufficient to fund the services set out in the National Service Plan 2018, and that no 

additional outputs will be delivered.

The National Service Plan 2018 includes a ‘financial challenge’ of €346 million. This means that €346 million in savings 

had to be achieved in 2018 in order to implement the services set out in the plan without exceeding the budget 

allocated. The fact that output targets have not changed implies that the expenditure increases in operational areas are 

not caused by unexpected demand. As a result, it now appears that the National Service Plan 2018 underestimated the 

resources needed to fund planned services to a significant degree.

Further, the practice of including a ‘financial challenge’ in budget plans seems to be placing the health service at risk of 

expenditure overruns. At the time of drafting the National Service Plan 2018, only €77 million of the €346 million 

savings required had been identified.27 Concurrent with Budget 2019, the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform 

published a set of Spending Review papers concerning health sector expenditure. One of these, Health Budget Oversight 

and Management, states that “the [National Service Plan] has not been drafted in line with the agreed Budget [because 

they have included a ‘financial challenge’]” and “has not included estimates of the additional staff expected to be 

26 Communication from Department of Health to the Committee Secretariat of the Houses of the Oireachtas.

27 See statement of HSE Chief Financial Officer during ‘Overspend on the Health Budget 2018: Discussion’, Joint Committee on Health debate 
– Wednesday, 24 Oct 2018.
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recruited that year”.28 Thus, Ireland’s health sector started 2018 with an underlying assumption that €269 million in 

savings would be achieved during the year but did not have a workforce plan for the number of staff required to carry 

out that level of service (the 2018 Pay and Numbers Strategy was submitted in August 2018).29 In order to decrease the 

likelihood of large Supplementary Estimates, these issues with the budgetary framework of the health service should 

be addressed.

Public Sector Pensions

In the Supplementary Estimates requested for 2018, three Votes have specifically included pensions among the reasons 

for the additional amount sought:

n	Vote 12 – Superannuation and Retired Allowances (Technical Supplementary Estimate);

n	Vote 26 – Education and Skills (€147 million of €181.7 million); and

n	Vote 35 – Army Pensions (€3.5 million).

The PBO has previously noted that the presentation of pension expenditure in the Revised Estimates for Public Services 

is opaque. Many subheads combine pension expenditure with other types of current expenditure, making it difficult to 

trace pension expenditure in the Votes. As such, it is unclear whether the increases in some of the other Votes seeking 

Supplementary Estimates are going towards pension expenditure.

Vote 35 has required a Supplementary Estimate since 2006.30 This has been due to actual retirements being higher 

than those forecast in the original estimate allocation. The 2018 Spending Review includes a paper on this category 

of expenditure, and recommended a change to the Voted Allocation for Vote 35 from 2019 onwards to “mitigate the 

risk of voted allocations proving to be insufficient”.31 This is a welcome development, and the Parliamentary Budget 

Office will monitor the impact this change has on future requests for Supplementary Estimates.

Education and Skills (Vote 26) also has a pattern of recurring annual Supplementary Estimates for pensions expenditure. 

Figure 4 shows the Supplementary Estimates required for Education and Skills from 2016 to 2018, including the 

proportion of the Supplementary Estimate that was required for pensions.

28 Health Budget Oversight & Management: Alignment of Health Budget and National Service Plan, p. 16.

29 Ibid, p. 15.

30 Defence Forces Pensions Expenditure, p. 5.

31 Ibid, p. 52.
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Figure 4: Proportion of Supplementary Estimates for Vote 26 related to pensions, 2016 to 2018, 
€ millions.
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Source: Supplementary Estimates 2016, 2017 and 2018.

The Minister for Education has stated previously that these Supplementary Estimates are not the result of unexpected 

outflows of teachers from the profession. As the then Minister for Education and Skills, Richard Bruton T.D., stated 

during the 2017 Supplementary Estimate process:

 This is not new. There is no unusual outflow. There were 1,114 last year [2016] and 1,168 this year [2017] … 

It is a pretty steady pattern of around 1,100 over a number of years. That is the pattern. We do have to get a 

better agreement between ourselves and the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform on the forecasting 

model. There is not a consensus on the forecasting model but work will be done to try to achieve that.32

It is clear that the issues with this forecasting model have not been resolved. It appears that a disagreement between 

the two Departments is resulting in a consistent under-estimation of the resources required to fund retirements from 

the Education Sector. A more robust forecasting model should be used to underpin funding requirements in the Budget, 

and avoid the need to request a Supplementary Estimate. The Spending Review’s paper on Army Pensions may serve as 

a model for this.

Supplementary Estimates for pensions expenditure do not affect current service levels being funded by a Vote, 

i.e. the Supplementary Estimate 2018 for Vote 26, while appearing to increase expenditure on the education sector, 

does not do so. Pensions are the legacy cost of historical public services. The PBO has previously suggested that a 

single Pensions Vote could combine Pensions subheads from the 18 Votes that currently contain pensions expenditure.33 

An alternative approach that may increase transparency would be to dis-aggregate pension expenditure in Votes where 

it is a significant amount, for example in Health and in Education and Skills, into their own Votes as is currently the case 

with Defence and Army Pensions.

32 Deputy Richard Bruton, Select Committee on Education and Skills debate – Tuesday 5 Dec 2017. 

33 See PBO Note 19 of 2018, Public Sector pensions in the Revised Estimates for Public Services.
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The Christmas Bonus and Social Welfare payments

In order, partly, to provide for a 100% Christmas Bonus a Supplementary Estimate of €139 million is being sought 

in respect of Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Vote 37). The total gross bonus is estimated to cost €264.3 

million.34

The Christmas Bonus is paid in respect of both non-contributory (Voted expenditure) and contributory (Social Insurance 

Fund – SIF) payments. As expenditure in respect of the SIF is not voted no information in relation to it is provided in the 

Supplementary Estimate. There is therefore a lack of transparency in respect of Christmas Bonus expenditure paid from 

the SIF. The PBO notes that the SIF received excess PRSI receipts over expenditure of €1,154 million (€200 million 

above-profile) in the year to November 2018.35 Excess receipts will thus offset the costs of the Christmas Bonus 

being paid in respect of contributory schemes.

The Department’s Statistical Information on Social Welfare Services 2017 illustrates that recipient numbers under 

some schemes largely reflect the performance of the economy (strong economic performance reducing recipient 

numbers); however, other schemes’ uptake are not driven by economic performance e.g. the number of recipients of 

Illness, Disability and Caring programmes has increased by approximately 32% in the period 2010-2017.36 The single 

largest ‘subhead’ sum requested in the Supplementary Estimate 2018 is €48 million in respect of A.24 Disability 

Allowance. This follows on from an increase of €50 million in respect of this subhead in the Supplementary Estimate 

2017 and it would appear that there is now a pattern developing of under-estimating how much this allowance will 

cost annually.

In recent years Live Register savings have meant that this voted expenditure has not increased as significantly as might 

otherwise have been the case. In the past these savings have been used to pay for the Christmas Bonus. While the Live 

Register has reduced in size again from January to October 2018, and this reduction was larger than reductions in 

January 2016 to October 2016, and January 2017 to October 2017,37 it is clear that savings have not been realised against 

the relevant 2018 Voted allocation. As illustrated in Tables 11 and 12 of the Appendix to this paper no significant Live 

Register related savings have been identified on this occasion. Therefore, it now appears that the payment of the 

Christmas Bonus requires additional resources – at least in respect of the Vote. This strengthens the case for 

including an estimate for the Christmas Bonus in the annual Expenditure Report published with the Budget. 

This would also be consistent with a recent recommendation made by IFAC.38

34 Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection, ‘Budget 2019’.

35 Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, Fiscal Monitor November (p.17)

36 Statistical Information on Social Welfare Services 2017 (2018) p.22

37 CSO, ‘LRM02: Persons on the Live Register by Age Group, Sex, Month and Statistic’ (02 November 2018)

38 IFAC, Fiscal Advisory Report (November 2018, p.33).
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Increased Expenditure and Savings in Vote 37

The Supplementary Estimate 2018 comprises an increase of €196.7 million in respect of a range of payments, offset 

by savings in 18 subheads totalling €63.9 million, which means that an increase of €132.8 million is being sought 

(a further €6.2 million is required to compensate for lower than forecast Appropriations-in-Aid). Subhead savings 

in 2018 are significantly lower than the savings achieved in 2017 (€181 million).

The structure of the Supplementary Estimate and the absence of other information regarding the Supplementary 

Estimate 2018 preclude a definitive examination of the impact of the Christmas Bonus on Voted expenditure. This is 

due to the complexity arising from ‘netting off’ savings against the increased cost of the Christmas Bonus. Subheads 

affected by the Christmas bonus are moved closer to, or above, the profiled level of expenditure provided for in the REV. 

Savings are only realised where the subhead remains below-profile after the Christmas bonus is accounted for. It is not 

clear, in the absence of the Christmas Bonus, where savings would occur or the quantum of those savings.

It is not possible in most cases to determine if the ‘subheads’ in Vote 37, which require additional funds in the 

Supplementary Estimate 2018, need these funds because:

n	Subhead expenditure is running above-profile; or

n	The savings under the subhead are not sufficient to off-set increased expenditure consequent on the payment 

of the Christmas Bonus.

The Christmas Bonus is not payable in respect of ‘Exceptional and Urgency Needs Payments’; thus this €7.38 million 

additional expenditure is related purely to higher than profiled demand.
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 13 – Office of Public Works

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 13 is €20m (+5%).

The Supplementary Estimates comprises an increase in expenditure of €22m in one subhead offset by an increase 

in Appropriations-in-Aid (-€2m).39

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 1: Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

B.6. New works, 
alterations & additions

Appropriations
-in-aid

€000s

-8%

39%

-2,000

22,000

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-30,000 -15,000 0 15,000 30,000

39 An increase in Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A) reflects a projected increase in income which may be retained within the Vote and offset against 
expenditure. The increase in A-in-A therefore reduces the additional expenditure required.
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 20 – An Garda Síochána

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 20 is €59m (+3.8%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises an 

increase of €84.5m in eight subheads offset by underspends in four other subheads (-€8.3m). There is also an increase 

in Appropriations-in-Aid (-€17.2m).40

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 2: Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

A.1. Administration – Pay

A.7. Aircraft

A.8. Superannuation, etc.

A.9. Witnesses’ Expenses

A.10. Compensation

A.11. Witness Security Programme

A.12. Capital Building Programme

A.13. Garda College

Appropriations-in-aid

A.6. Communications
and other equipment

A.5. Transport

A.3. Clothing and Accessories

A.2. Administration – Non Pay

 4%

         25%

          28%

 4%

  6%

                        62%

-1%

               39%

-11%

-83%

-18%

      16%

-16%

42,449 

31,630 

1,737 

1,000 

1,636 

650 

-2,488  

700 

-1,767  

-1,000  

-3,068   

4,732 

-17,211            

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-60,000 -30,000 0 30,000 60,000

€000s

40 An increase in Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A) reflects a projected increase in income which may be retained within the Vote and offset against 
expenditure. The increase in A-in-A therefore reduces the additional expenditure required.
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 21 – Prisons

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 21 is €10m (+3%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises an 

increase of €12m in six subheads offset by an underspend in one other subhead (-€0.5m). There is also an increase in 

Appropriations-in-Aid (-€1.5m).41

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 3: Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

A.1. Administration - pay

A.2. Administration - non pay

A.3. Buildings and equipment

A.4. Prisoner services

A.5. Operational services

A.6. Educational services

A.7. Compensation

Appropriations-in-aid

1,997

2,611

2,628

1,126

1,232

-512  

2,439

-1,521    

 1%

       20%

   6%

 4%

        23%

-40%

                              85%

-12%

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-10,000 -5,000 0 5,000 10,000

€000s

41 An increase in Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A) reflects a projected increase in income which may be retained within the Vote and offset against 
expenditure. The increase in A-in-A therefore reduces the additional expenditure required.
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 24 – Justice and Equality

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 24 is €8m (+2.2%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises an 

increase of €36.3m in twenty subheads offset by underspends in thirteen other subheads (-€21.3m). There is also an 

increase in Appropriations-in-Aid (-€7m).42

The details of the changes are set out in the following tables.

Table 4:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary 
Estimate 2018 {INCREASES}

A.1. Administration - pay

A.2. Administration - non-pay

A.3. Prisons inspectorate

B.1. Administration - pay

B.2. Administration - non-pay

B.3. Criminal assets bureau

B.5. Probation service - operating expenses

B.8. Irish youth justice service

B.11. Compensation for personal 
injuries criminally inflicted

B.12. Legal aid (criminal)

B.14. Parole board

B.19. State pathology

C.1. Administration - pay

C.2. Administration - non-pay

C.3. Magdalen fund

D.1. Administration - pay

D.2. Administration - non-pay

E.1. Administration - pay

E.2. Administration - non-pay

E.5. Ayslum seekers accommodation

274

585

172

660

1,613

1,000

550

200

2,400

15,698

68

165

16

39

450

50

125

694

1,694

9,880

3%

11%

44%

9%

33%

13%

16%

2%

56%

32%

18%

17%

9%

33%

18%

9%

33%

9%

33%

15%-1

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-20,000 -10,000 0 10,000 20,000

€000s

42 An increase in Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A) reflects a projected increase in income which may be retained within the Vote and offset against 
expenditure. The increase in A-in-A therefore reduces the additional expenditure required.
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Table 5:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary 
Estimate 2018 {SAVINGS}

A.4. Garda 
ombudsman commission

A.6. Office of the data 
protection commissioner

A.7. Irish film classification office

A.11. Insolvency service ireland

B.4. Probation service - 
salaries, wages & allowances

B.7. Community service order scheme

B.15. Crime prevention measures

B.17. Cosc - domestic, sexual 
and gender based violence

B.18. Forensic science ireland

C.7. Coroner service

D.4. Office for the promotion 
of migrant integration

D.10. Decision support service

E.4. Irish naturalisation & immigration service

Appropriations-in-aid

-400

-2,755    

-112

-1,243  

-2,500    

-600

-400

-250

-5,758          

-200  

-2,230    

-600  

-4,271        

-7,014             

-4%

-24%

-16%

-17%

-11%

-20%

-33%

-9%

-30%

-7%

-43%

-20%

-6%

-9%

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-20,000 -10,000 0 10,000 20,000

€000s
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 26 – Education and Skills

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 26 is €181.7m (+2%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises 

an increase of €147m in two subheads. There is also a decrease in Appropriations-in-Aid (+€34.7m).43

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 6:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

€000s

34,700

17,000

130,000

7%

18%

12%

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-150,000 -75,000 0 75,000 150,000

A.8. Superannuation of 
teaching & non teaching staff

C.10. Superannuation to iot & university staff

Appropriations-in-aid

43 A decrease in Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A) reflects a projected decrease in the income which may be retained within the Vote and offset against 
expenditure. The decrease in A-in-A therefore increases the additional expenditure required.
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 27 – International Co-operation

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 27 is €15.35m (+3.1%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises 

an increase of €17m in three subheads offset by an underspend in one other subhead (-€1.65m).

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 7:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

-1,650

10,200

3,500

3,300

-11%

3%

6%

9%

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-20,000 -10,000 0 10,000 20,000

A.2. Administration - non-pay

A.3. Bilateral cooperation and 
humanitarian assistance

A.4. Payments to international funds 
for the benefit of developing countries

A.5. Contributions to united nations 
and other development agencies
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 31 – Transport, Tourism and Sport

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 31 is €43.5m (+2.2%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises 

an increase in nine subheads.

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 8:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

A.3. Regional airports

B.2. Administration - non pay

B.3. Road improvement
/maintenance

B.7. Public service provision payments

B.8. Public & sustainable 
transport investment programme

C.3. Maritime administration & ircg

D.5. Sport ireland

E.3. Fáilte ireland

E.5. Tourism marketing fund

1,500 

7,000 

18,730 

3,000 

5,600 

1,700 

2,620 

850 

2,500 

17%

313%*

20%

1%

1%

2%

5%

1%

7%

€000s

-20,000 -10,000 0 10,000 20,000 -100% -50% 0% 50% 100%

* Not shown to scale
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 34 – Housing, Planning and Local Government

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 34 is €130m (+4.1%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises 

an increase in three subheads.

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 9:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%

€000s

1

9,999

120,000

N/A

4081%*

11%

-150,000 -75,000 0 75,000 150,000

A.3. Local authority housing

C.6. Other services 

D.13 Land development agency

* Not shown to scale
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 35 – Army Pensions

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 35 is €3.5m (+1.5%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises 

an increase of €4.7m in one subhead offset by underspends in four other subheads (-€1.2m).

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 10:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

2%

-10%

-11%

-67%

-60%

4,697

-954

-33

-150

-60

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-10,000 -5,000 0 5,000 10,000

A.2. Defence forces pensions 
and transferred service

A.3. Wound and disability pensions, 
allowances and gratuities to or in respect
of former members of the defence forces

A.4. Payments to spouses of 
veterans of the war of independence

A.5. Compensation payments

A.6. Medical appliances and 
travelling and incidental expenses
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Comparison 
of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann in 2018 and the 
Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 37 – Employment Affairs and Social Protection
The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 37 is €139m (+1.3%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises 

an increase of €196.7m in nineteen subheads offset by underspends in eighteen other subheads (-€63.9m). There 

is also a decrease in Appropriations-in-Aid (+€6.2m).44

The details of the changes are set out in the following tables.

Table 11:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary 
Estimate 2018 {INCREASES}

A.2. Administration - Non Pay

A.3. State Pension - (Non-Contributory)

A.4. Jobseeker's Allowance

A.5. One Parent Family

A.6. Widow(er)s', Surviving 
Civil Partners Pension

A.7. Deserted Wives Allowance

A.8. Basic SWA Payments

A.10. Exceptional And Urgent Needs Payments

A.11. Other Working Age - Income Supports

A.14. Tús

A.18. Back to Education Allowance

A.20. Back To Work Family Dividend

A.24. Disability Allowance

A.26. Carer's Allowance

A.27. Domiciliary Care Allowance

A.30. Child Benefit

A.34. Child Related Payments

A.37. Household Benefits Package

A.39. Fuel Allowance

Appropriations-in-aid

       10%

2%

0%

2%

     8%

   5%

       10%

              20%

    7%

     7%

       9%

1%

  3%

1%

       11%

1%

       10%

1%

        12%

  3%

0% 25% 50% 75%0 15000 30000 45000 60000

€000s

                         22,000 

                           23,710 

 2,890 

         8,920 

1,120 

60 

          10,660 

       7,380 

960     

       7,450 

      6,250 

260 

                              47,850     

      6,770 

                  16,860 

                15,150 

700 

680 

                   17,056 

     6,215 

44 A decrease in Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A) reflects a projected decrease in the income which may be retained within the Vote and offset against 
expenditure. The decrease in A-in-A therefore increases the additional expenditure required.
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Table 12:  Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary 
Estimate 2018 {SAVINGS}

A.1. Administration - pay

A.12. Community employment programme

A.13. Rural social scheme

A.15. Jobs initiative

A.16. Back to work enterprise allowance

A.17. Youth employment support scheme

A.19. Gateway

A.21. Jobsplus

A.22. Wage subsidy scheme

A.23. Other working age - employment supports

A.28. Carer's support grant

A.31. Working family payment

A.32. Back-to-school clothing and footwear allowance

A.33. School meals schemes

A.35. Rent supplement

A.38. Free travel

A.40. Grant to the citizens information board

A.41. Miscellaneous services

0%

-1%

-3%

-9%   

-10%    

-75%                                                 

-47%                               

-21%            

-5%

-8%

-2%

-5%

-3%

-6%

-2%

-3%

-1%

-5%

-1,000

-1,980

-1,605

-1,650

-10,230          

-750

-220

-6,350    

-1,070

-3,050 

-3,400  

-20,400                     

-1,450

-3,000

-3,600  

-2,700  

-810

-676

-100% -75% -50% -25% 0%-30,000 -15,000 0 15,000 30,000

€000s
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 38 – Health

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 38 is €655m (+4.4%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises 

an increase of €645m in eight subheads. There is also a decrease in Appropriations-in-Aid (+€10m).45

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 13: Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

I.1. HSE - Dublin and mid leinster region

I.2. HSE - Dublin north east region

I.3. HSE - South region

I.4. HSE - West region

I.5. Grants to other health bodies

J.5. Payments to the state claims 
agency re clinical negligence

K.1. Primary care reimbursement services

L.2. Buildings & equipment (health facilities)

Appropriations-in-aid

86,272 

76,818 

118,826 

117,267 

129,817 

46,000 

50,000 

20,000 

10,000 

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

17%

2%

5%

2%

€000s

-150,000 -75,000 0 75,000 150,000 -100% -50% 0% 50% 100%

45 A decrease in Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A) reflects a projected decrease in the income which may be retained within the Vote and offset against 
expenditure. The decrease in A-in-A therefore increases the additional expenditure required.
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Comparison of total original net estimate approved by Dáil Éireann 
in 2018 and the Supplementary Estimates 2018

Vote 40 – Children and Youth Affairs

The additional sum proposed to be allocated to Vote 40 is €23m (+1.7%). The Supplementary Estimates comprises an 

increase of €47.2m in one subhead offset by underspends in eighteen other subheads (-€27m). There is also a decrease 

in Appropriations-in-Aid (+€2.8m).46

The details of the changes are set out in the following table.

Table 14: Changes in Expenditure and Income allocations, original v Supplementary Estimate 2018

A.1. Administration - pay

A.2. Administration - non-pay

A.4. Youth justice - oberstown 
children detention campus

B.1. Administration - pay

B.2. Administration - non-pay

B.3. Ecce pre-school year programme

B.4. General childcare programmes

B.5. Childcare initiatives (cash-limited)

B.6. Youth organisations and services 
(part funded by the national lottery)

B.7. Area based childhood programme

B.8. Intervention programmes for children 
and young people (dormant accounts funded)

B.9. Programme for peace and reconciliation

C.1. Administration - pay

C.2. Administration - non-pay

C.4. National longitudinal study 
and other research programmes

C.5. Children and young people's policy 
framework and other programmes

C.6. Adoption authority of ireland

C.7. Office of the ombudsman for children

C.8. Commission of investigation

Appropriations-in-Aid

-338 

-54 

-600 

-338 

-54 

-14,664       

47,233 

-1,868 

-1,665 

-2,152 

-2,084 

-709 

-574 

-92 

-482 

-945 

-200 

-100 

-100

2,786 

-8%

-7%

-2%

-8%

-7%

-4%

             36%

-29%

-3%

-25%

-34%

-44%

-8%

-7%

-12%

-18%

-5%

-4%

-3%

   10%

-100% -50% 0% 50% 100%-60,000 -30,000 0 30,000 60,000

€000s

46 A decrease in Appropriations-in-Aid (A-in-A) reflects a projected decrease in the income which may be retained within the Vote and offset against 
expenditure. The decrease in A-in-A therefore increases the additional expenditure required.
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Notes
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Contact: PBO@oireachtas.ie 
Go to our webpage: www.Oireachtas.ie/PBO 
Publication date: 6 December 2018
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